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With the disappearances of children in the Fire Nation Capitol, Avatar Aang and his friends are

doing everything they can to find out what is going on.Aang and Zuko must work together to keep

the peace but the emergence of the New Ozai Society and the mysterious Kemurikage from legend

appearing may prove to be too much even for the Avatar when the true culprit of the kidnappings is

revealed!Written and drawn by the creative team behind the best-selling The Promise, The Search

and The Rift, Gene Luen Yang and Gurihiru, in collaboration with Avatar: The Last Airbender and

Legend of Korra creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this is the ultimate

continuation of Avatar and the perfect companion to Legend of Korra!
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Now before you stone my recliner, understand that Iâ€™m an older retired guy who wasnâ€™t

aware of this show when it first aired. The bRiDe fancies light fantasy and one night brought home

the 2010 film for us to watch. It wasnâ€™t too bad, or so I thought, not knowing a thing about it.

Then I came upon the reviews and was like, whoa!That much scorn from that many people usually

means something significant went down. So I picked up the first Nickelodeon season and was

hooked. Slowly & steadily I consumed â€œAvatarâ€• and then â€œKorraâ€• and these continuing

trade paperbacks have been great. This 3â€“volume release continues the narrative from the



Promise/Search/ Rift books.So here is a shoutâ€“out to M. Night Shyamalan and his cr@ppy

interpretation. More than likely I would never have received so many hours of relaxing entertainment

without his misbegotten efforts. Here are some additional details from the back cover;â€œThe

shadowy spirits known as the Kemurikage are abducting children throughout the Fire Nation Capital,

sowing widespread fear and panic in their wake. Desperate to determine what has angered these

spirits, Aang and Zuko search for clues deep in the Dragonbone Catacombs underneath the Fire

Sages Capital Temple. Can they uncover the hidden history of the Kemurikage and solve the

Temple. Can they uncover the hidden history of the Kemurikage and solve the mystery in time, or

will more children be taken?â€•

My kids and I really love these books. I wish that they would start making the cartoon again.

Nonetheless, the suspenseful ending on this one is great! However, now I have to wait until April for

the next one agh ðŸ˜©

Avatar Aang is summoned to the Fire Nation capital to help Fire Lord Zuko deal with their latest

crisis. Children are being kidnapped in the middle of the night by the dark spirits known as

Kemurikage. The legends of these spirits go back for centuries but solid information about them is

scarce. Aang and Zuko go into the Dragonbone Catacombs (where previous Fire Lords are buried)

in hopes of finding some answers. In the meantime, Ukano (secretly a member of the New Ozai

Society trying to overthrow Zuko) stirs up trouble in the city by forming a volunteer militia to fight the

spirits. He thereby undercuts the authority of Zuko. Is he really interested in protecting the city or is

he still working the political angle of the situation?The story is more of the same goodness I've come

to expect from Yang and the gang. The plot is interesting with enough action and jokes and history

(albeit fake history) thrown in. Very satisfying and I can't wait for the conclusion of the story.

Best Avatar comic series since The Search. If you love the Fire Nation Foursome, then you will love

the Smoke and Shadow series. Get deeper insight into the Maiko relationship and Ty Lee/Mai

friendship along with an actual relevant plot that The Rift seemed to lack. Great read for fans of the

series, especially those who want more Zuko and more Fire Nation.

This is a great edition to the Avatar world. I have read all the other comic books, and read and

watched just about everything they have that has to dow with Avatar and Korra. I love Avatar! For

anyone who is wondering this series happens right after the Search comic books. It is really short,



shorter than the other comic books, but the art is stellar as always, and it provides a nice insight into

Zuko's family. The second book of the series that just came out is also very good. If you are a

Avatar fan I would defiantly buy this. It is worth the money, even if it is short. Great comic book!:)

Happy Reading:) Avani of the Earth Kingdom

It was great! Some interesting interactions between mai and zuko. Some more information about the

kemurikage and more children being picked off by this group. Ending was unexpected cant wait to

read number 3.

As much as I hate to say it, these comics have been snoozers. The Search was the only one with

any staying power in my memory and I'm pretty sure that's only because we got to see more of

Crazy Azula. Maybe the third volume of Smoke and Shadow will deliver something interesting, but if

not, I think I'm done with these after that.

The stories are so good. They should have never ended the series because clearly there is so much

more growth and development to these characters and loose ends. Please keep telling the stories.
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